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Abstract

This essay examines tarab, an Arab musical tradition deeply rooted in the Near East region, and

evaluated by listeners based on its emotional effect. Tarab culture has been influenced by

westernization, forces of globalization, postcolonial nationalism, and modernism since the early

20th-century, which significantly changed the face of this musical culture by the end of the

century. The main focus of this essay is discussing the cumulative effects of tarab’s musical and

non-musical elements that together produce the emotional transformation experienced by the

performers and the listeners.

To understand that emotional transformation, the relevant aspects of music psychology and

philosophy to tarab music are discussed through a number of findings, such as musical

expressiveness through the aesthetic surface, anticipatory arousal which results from familiarity

and knowledge, the aesthetic appeal of unpleasant emotions such as sadness, openness to

experience and aesthetic appreciation that indicates sensitivity to art and beauty, empathetic and

sympathetic engagement with the persona imagined in the music, and dissociation from ordinary

consciousness and absorption in the musical experience.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The emotional effect of music on the listener is a major subject in many fields such as

musicology, ethnomusicology, and music psychology. In the Arab world, emotionality is one of

the most important components of music aesthetics, its production, and reception. Emotionality is

epitomized in a style of vocal and instrumental music called tarab. This Arab Near-Eastern

musical tradition evokes a heightened emotional state of enchantment and ecstasy in all

participants, mostly through live interaction. The social interaction, technology, the contexts of

performances, the musical modes, the singer’s skills, improvisation and interpretation, lyrics and

many other musical and non-musical elements dynamically interplay to create the appropriate

atmosphere to experience tarab.

Purpose and Research Questions

This essay will explore the relation between emotion and music through presenting an

introduction to the Arab music of tarab in the late 19th- and first half of the 20th-century with

focus on vocal music. Evoking emotionality is the purpose of tarab music. To explore how and

why this musical style generates such ecstasy, I will discuss the historical and cultural contexts of

its development, examine how tarab is identified and analyze the typical features and components

in producing and experiencing ecstasy, musically and socially. Furthermore, I will investigate

Western influence on musical forms and performance contexts, and interpret links between music

and emotional transformation based on recent research in music psychology and philosophy.

State of Research and Material

The history of research in Arab music is as old as the culture’s history itself. Already in the

8th-century we have works by Arab and Persian scientists, musicologists, and philosophers

including Al-Isfahani’s The Book of Songs, Al-Kindi’s fifteen treatises on music theory and music

therapy, Al-Farabi’s The Book of Music about philosophical principles of music and music

therapy, Ibn Sina’s The Book of Healing which included music philosophy and theory.
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Habib Hassan Touma dedicated a whole chapter in his book The Music of the Arabs (1996)1 to

publications on Arab music. The following survey focuses on aspects of Arab music that have

been considered defining parts of discussions on tarab. In recent decades, a large number of

publications was issued by Arab scholars in Arabic, but only a few provide sound scholarly

information that has not been published earlier. The subject of musicology is rarely taught at Arab

universities because the focus there is music theory.

Most publications we find are bibliographies, glossaries, source editions, and books on music

theory, such as The Philosophy of Music (1949) by the Syrian philosopher and mathematician

Mikha’il Wirdi, the six volumes of La Musique Arabe (1930-1959) by Baron Rodolphe

d'Erlanger, Measurement of The Arabian Scale (1969) by the Egyptian Yusuf Shawqi, The Theory

of Music in Arabic Writings (c. 900–1900) by Amnon Shiloah (1979).

Moreover, we don't find as many treatises by Western musicologists and ethnomusicologists about

Arab music as we find about Arab culture. The term ‘music history’ with respect to Arab music is

different from Western applications of that concept because it does not include the history of the

development of musical genres or composers’ works but rather the development of music theory

and musical life in general. The Arabs musical legacy is all about traditional musical forms that

are inherited and transmitted orally.2 Consequently, their music history is not written according to

the Western model but as publications of musical treatises and critical commentaries with

sociological investigations of the musical life.

Among other researchers and their works, this essay is based in particular on recent research

about tarab music, such as Ali Jihad Racy, Making Music in the Arab World: The Culture and

Artistry of Tarab (2003). Racy is an insider scholar due to his background as an ethnomusicologist

and a native performer of tarab. Using empirical material from his own investigation and

experience along with historical Arab and Western studies, he offers theoretical constructs and

conclusions regarding tarab culture and tarab music with a focus on the emotional dimension as

2 Ibid.

1 Touma, Habib Hassan, The music of the Arabs, trans. by Laurie Schwartz (Portland: Amadeus press, 1996), pp.
168-188.
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the core component of tarab. Racy emphasizes that he seeks “a productive distanciation” from his

own object of study without abandoning his intuitions as an insider.3

Another source I used is "Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music: Reflections on

Tarab" (2003), an article by Jonathan H. Shannon. He examines tarab as a concept in Arab music

and explores its dynamics of performance in Syria, and specifically Aleppo, “the mother of tarab”

as the locals call it. He analyzes tarab in Syria as an index of the social relations in musical

performances and not just the product of configurations of melody and rhythm.

The third main source of this essay is the article “Classical Arabic Music: its Position in

Contemporary Arab Society” (2004) by Scheherazade Qassim Hassan. Through field observation

for three decades, she explores the main elements of the classical Arab musical heritage as well as

the concepts of contemporary Arab music. She also discusses what has been maintained from the

“authentic” heritage and what is borrowed from the West. 4

The discussion of music and emotion is based on academic articles and books in the

psychological and philosophical field. This field has grown greatly in the recent decades with

several hundreds of studies centered on the fundamental question of ‘‘How does music evoke

emotions in listeners?’’. Literature in this field employs various theoretical and operational

methodologies, focus areas, musical stimuli, and models such as discrete emotion models,

dimensional emotion models, miscellaneous emotion models, music-specific models, etc. These

various methodologies have created confusion and inconsistency in their findings. Hence, I have

chosen only a few of those that are directly related to my subject, such as:

“Intensity of Emotions Conveyed and Elicited by Familiar and Unfamiliar Music” (2010) by Ali,

S. Omar, and Zehra F. Peynircioǧlu. This study is based on several experiments examining the

role of familiarity in modulating the emotional response of the listener to music;

“A Review of Music and Emotion Studies” (2013), by Eerola, Tuomas, and Jonna K. Vuoskoski.

This is a summary of the approaches and emotion models and musical stimuli used in 251 studies

in the field of music and emotions research;

4 I would like to take the opportunity to thank Dr. Dafna Dori for her input and inspiration in this study.

3 Racy, Ali Jihad, Making Music in the Arab World: The Culture and Artistry of Tarab, Cambridge University Press,
2003, p. 7.
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Music and the Emotions : The Philosophical Theories (1992), by Malcolm Budd. This book

explores the debate about whether music derives its artistic value from its emotional effects. It

presents a critical examination of the main theories about the relationship between music and

emotion;

“Who Enjoys Listening to Sad Music and Why?” (2012), by Vuoskoski, Jonna K., Thompson,

William F., McIlwain, Doris and Eerola, Tuomas, which investigates the kinds of subjective

emotional experiences listeners have when listening to sad music, and what personality traits

correlate with enjoying sad music.

As for the music examples, I have included YouTube links for the convenience of the readers but I

have also secured the source material in my own collection.

Method

My method is based on three approaches:

Historical and cultural approach: I shall shed some light on the historical and cultural context

during the cultural movement that flourished in Egypt, Lebanon and Syria, throughout the late

19th-century and the first half of the 20th-century. We will come to see that tarab music is

understood best not just as a product but also as an event. The listener is just as important as the

producer (composer and performer) in the musical process. This is why I will discuss, in detail,

the role of the listeners, and the different effects that they can have according to their knowledge

and musical sensitivity.

Theoretical approach: I will examine the typical elements of tarab that have a direct effect on

producing a heightened emotionality in the performer as well as in the listener, such as ensemble,

modality, improvisation, interpretation, maqam, and lyrics. This leads to an argument about the

Western influence and modernist views which immensely affected tarab culture.

Psychological approach: After we have obtained a clear idea about what tarab music is and how

ecstasy is produced, I will move on to the discussion part of this essay which is about the

emotional effect of music on the listener. I will explore this through examining studies in the field

of music psychology and philosophy, highlighting the main findings I deem relevant, and
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discussing how they can be applied to the complex and intuitive process of evoking emotions in

tarab music.

The focus in this essay is on vocal tarab music since exploring instrumental tarab music needs

different method approaches. Similarly, I will not examine tarab genres or elements such as

musical structures, meter, instruments, microtonal subtleties, etc. Moreover, I limited the

historical and cultural context to what is most relevant during the late 19th and first half of the

20th-century. Finally, reviewing and assessing all studies on emotions and music is impossible to

cover in one essay, furthermore, the priority here is rather on the relevant findings, not the actual

experiments, to my subject.

Theory

“Music is feeling” is a common Arab saying that reflects their understanding of music. I aim at a

conclusion that the core of tarab is the emotional dimension that evokes a state of ecstasy. The

listener’s emotional state represents the value of the music as emotionality is the purpose of

producing and listening to tarab music. Hence, key concepts of this study are borrowed from

existing research about tarab music and its emotional effects. I will assess the theoretical aspects,

musically and culturally, in exploring the significance of emotionality in tarab music. From a

psychological perspective, emotionality is, universally, the most important reason for listening to

music. Hence, it is important to explore the psychological mechanisms underlying this

emotionality which have become subject of a major debate in the field of music psychology and

in philosophical theories of music.

The key concepts are:

Ecstasy: I borrow this term from Ali Jihad Racy (2003) to convey the listener’s state of musical

transcendence and rapture, not the hysteric passive state of consciousness that might be associated

with this word.

Tarab: Tarab music is a style of vocal and instrumental Arab music. Tarab means the overall

emotional transformation of all participants in the musical experience. Tarab music genres

include: adwar, qasaid, mawawil, qudud, muwashahat, al maqam, taqsim, layali, sama’i, and

others.
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Maqam (pl. maqamat): Translates to “melodic mode''. A maqam is a self-contained sphere of

potential affect that is achieved through its distinct modal components, such as the “neutral”

microtones, which manifest ecstasy and significantly add to the characteristic flavor of Arab

music.5

Oriental spirit or Eastern Soul: A genuinely felt native ethos, and the ability to truly fathom the

music’s emotive dimension which requires having a deeply rooted sense of cultural authenticity

and emotional honesty.6

Performers: I use this term to include the singers and instrumentalists.

Saltanah: Translates to “groove”. A state specific to the performers when they become musically

self-absorbed in highly inspired and creative flow.7

Sammi'ah: Translates to “connoisseur”. Astute and cultivated listeners mostly found in Aleppo,

Syria, and Cairo, Egypt, who react to tarab music in idiomatically appropriate ways. They are the

arbiters of the musical taste of tarab in Arab musical cultures.8

Takht: Translates to “platform”, or an “elevated area”. It is a Persian-Ottoman term that refers to

a small instrumental ensemble that may include a singer and a small chorus. It was prevalent in

the late 19th and early 20th-century and usually consisted of the following instruments before the

expansion due to Western influence:

Ney: An open ended and obliquely held reed-flute.

Riqq, or Daff: A small tambourine with five sets of brass cymbals.

Ud: A fretless short-necked lute.

Qanun: A plucked zither.

Violin: Western instrument imported in the 19th-century.

Tablah: a vase-shaped single-headed drum.

8 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, pp. 75, 77.

7 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 120; and Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab
Music”, p. 75.

6 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 126.

5 Racy, Ali Jihad, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 212; and Shannon, Jonathan H., “Emotion, Performance, and
Temporality in Arab Music: Reflections on Tarab.”, Cultural Anthropology, vol. 18, no. 1, 2003, p. 75.
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Disposition

The essay consists of six chapters. It starts with an introduction, and a background of the

definition of tarab and its historical and cultural context with a glimpse of religious singing,

gender roles, and the typical venues of performance. The third chapter examines the listeners and

their essential role in tarab culture along with an overview of their behaviour and level of

cultivation. The fourth chapter explores ecstasy, the ultimate purpose of tarab, and some of the

main elements that generate it. In the fifth chapter, an argument about the Western influence on

tarab culture concludes the main part of the essay. In the final chapter, the relevant findings about

the emotional effect of music on the listener in the field of music psychology and philosophy are

discussed and applied to the aspects of tarab. Finally, the essay ends with a summary of the

conclusions.
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Chapter 2: Background

Definition

In music, tarab is a classical art form of Arab music, primarily vocal, with several genres such as

adwar, qasida, mawawil, qudud, muwashahat, etc. Tarab evokes heightened emotionality in

performers and in listeners. Usually translated as “ecstasy”, “rapture” or “enchantment”, the word

tarab in Arabic language means an intense emotional state of lightness and movement that can

arise from joy and sadness.9

In Arab aesthetics, tarab describes a type of aesthetic bliss that one experiences around an art

object. However, although it could arise when observing, say, a painting, it is often restricted to

listening (to a poem or to music, etc.) because historically it was associated with recitation of

poetry and the Qur'an.10 Due to the concepts the term tarab implies, some scholars refer to a

culture of tarab, a culture of “shared social, cultural, and aesthetic practices and sentiments

related to performing and listening to music and other aural arts.”11

Ethnomusicologist Ali Jihad Racy explains that tarab has such an emotional impression due to

abstraction and lyricism. He explains that the substance of tarab is abstract; it is not essentially

programmatic nor is it associated with references outside the music itself. Tarab songs are

considered highly lyrical, owing to the fact that they focus on self-referential love themes and

images.12 (We will discuss this in detail further on.)

Racy believes that abstraction and lyricism “orient the music more directly toward the listener’s

realm of feeling”. This leads to “self-reflexive exclamations that punctuate the musical

performances.”13 This indirectly gives the performers an instant non-analytical feedback that

reflects the emotional effect that they created. And this in turn inspires the performer to continue

13 Ibid.
12 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 76.

11 Danielson, Virginia, The voice of Egypt : Umm Kulthūm, Arabic song, and Egyptian society in the twentieth
century, Chicago studies in ethnomusicology Series, University of Chicago Press, 1997; and Racy, Ali Jihad,
“Improvisation, Ecstasy, and Performance Dynamics in Arabic Music.”, In In Course of Performance: Studies in
the World of Musical Improvisation. Bruno Nettl, ed., with Melinda Russell. University of Chicago Press, 1998, as
quoted in ibid.

10 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, p. 74.
9 Alghany dictionary, Definition and meaning of the Arabic word tarab (طرب) <Link>.
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the process of “speaking” to the listener through emotions. In Racy’s words, “the music’s

proclivity toward abstractness and lyricism highlights its emotive core and grants its ecstatic

message certain centrality and directness.”14

History and Culture

Turkish and Persian music had a great influence on Arab music since the 11th-century after the

decline of the Arabian empire, especially after the Ottoman occupation (from the 16th- to the

20th-century) of Egypt, the Levant, and the Hijaz. Their musical culture was closely related to the

Arab musical culture and had less destructive effect on Arab music than the European music and

their innovations such as radio, film, and recordings which, as Touma describes, have corrupted

Arab music since WWI.15

In researching the modally based tarab music in the Near East, the investigated material is found

to be related historically and stylistically to neighboring cultures and subcultures whose musical

legacies are modally based as well, such as those of North Africa, Turkey, and Iran. Although

compared to tarab, they differ in their particulars, they share in general musical traits such as

microtones, rich ornamentation, maqamat, homophony, heterophony, improvisation, complex

rhythms, meters, and instruments.16 The ecstatic transformation that tarab music evokes is surely

seen in many musical traditions worldwide. Nonetheless, tarab music has both individuality and

local relevance achieved by its internal design which is emotionally translated in the trained

minds of its audience and performers.17

Feeling the music of tarab requires a certain locally based attunement that is cultural and

emotional, or as Racy calls it, “Eastern soul”.18 Waving the arms, bursting into sighs,

exclamations, and shouts of encouragement, are some of the typical responses by the aficionados

of tarab music which in turn keep the performers motivated to continue their creative flow.

18 Ibid., p. 196.
17 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 221.

16 Spector, Johanna, “Classical 'Ud Music in Egypt with Special Reference to Maqamat.” Ethnomusicology, vol. 14,
no. 2, 1970, p. 243.

15 Touma, The music of the Arabs, p. 12
14 Ibid.
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Racy describes this as the "ecstatic-feedback” model of tarab music, the singer’s internal

harmony leads him/her to saltanah, (a state specific to performers19) In turn, saltanah is reflected

onto the listeners and leads them to ecstasy (a state specific to listeners). It needs socially

constructed musical contexts, where listeners judge the performance through emotion-based

criteria.20

“Al fan Ihsas” is a common statement which literally means “art, (i.e. music) is feeling”, and

subsequently the expression of “fann al-tarab” or “the art of tarab” as tarab is considered, by

Western terms, “art music”.21 In Arab culture, music is attached to emotional transformation

through which listeners demonstrate expressions of enchantment, and in turn, performers are

encouraged by these expressions to excel in their performance, and so on. Unlike Western

classical music performances, but similar to other musical cultures like jazz, where the music

making takes a sociable form and the listeners’ participation is a key ingredient, tarab music is

highly interactive and emotionally charged.22

A comparison between a Westerner’s view of Arab music with an Easterner’s view of Western

music can illustrate the differences. Racy states an example about Guillaume Andre Villoteau (a

French musicologist who participated in Napoleon’s scientific mission to Egypt 1798-1799) who

is one of the many Europeans that were fascinated (and shocked) by the emotional effect of Arab

music. He described how the performers “prolonged certain syllables, rendered their melodic

creations with lavish embellishments, and repeated some passages several times at the request of

the ecstatic listeners (which evoked) bursts of enthusiastic exclamations and highly impassioned

gestures, (and) a bizarre display of passion and unreasonably extravagant praise for the

performers”23. He expressed that as an outsider, while it is difficult to understand and appreciate

these responses, his impressions should not create a judgment against “the taste of a whole

nation”, and this music should be recognized within its own aesthetics.24

On the other hand, Arab writer and musician Ahmad Faris Al-Shidyaq tried to explain the

difference between European music he experienced during his travels (1834-1855) and Arab

24 Ibid., pp. 1-3.
23 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p.1.
22 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, p. 75.
21 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, pp. 4-6.
20 Ibid., p. 76.
19 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, pp. 72, 73, 75.
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Near-Eastern music as follows: the latter focuses on modal and rhythmic variety, and is all about

evoking intense emotions, such as love and tenderness which are deeply felt and expressed

through interaction between performers and listeners. Western music, on the other hand, is

rational and illustrative, uses notation and harmony in a different way, focuses on images and

concepts, is “depictive,” “cerebral,” and “emotionally reserved”, and is marked by discreet modes

of listening. Many theorists and critics in the late 19th-century echoed his impressions when such

bifurcated characterizations of the East as opposed to the West became common.25

In contrary to the Western stereotypes of tarab music and instruments associating them with

deserts and camels, bedouin tents, and “harems” of female dancers around a sultan, tarab music is

actually, as Racy argues, “antithetical to the taste and temper of the region’s historic nomads.”26 It

is an urban craft that is native to cities like Cairo, Damascus, and Beirut with a distinctly non-folk

and non-rural character. It is linked to mysticism and courtly traditions that are centuries old. It

became even more popular as an Arab East-Mediterranean music and expanded after WWII

through mass media and the growing urbanization.27 Tarab artistry is an integral part of the local

culture and the national image.28 It represents what Jonathan H. Shannon describes as “cultural

authenticity” and musical heritage, as opposed to the “inauthentic” contemporary Arab pop

music.29

Tarab’s social environment and professional process have complemented other moral and

intellectual aspects of Arab life. Historically, and because tarab culture generally, and tarab music

specifically, fulfilled essential emotional and psychological needs of locals from all religions and

sects, it has been valued and appreciated as well as criticised by modernists for its very core of

emotionality.30 (We will discuss this later in the Western influence chapter.)

Racy views tarab as a cultural domain that includes musicians, composers, singers, listeners, text

writers, and even extends to tarab instruments-makers, local music critics, journalists,

biographers, and recording engineers. It is also associated with certain social attitudes, behaviors,

30 Berque, Jacques, 1964, The Arabs: Their History and Future. London: Faber and Faber, pp. 211-136, as quoted in
Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 193.

29 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, p. 81.
28 Ibid., p. 191.
27 Ibid., p. 16.
26 Ibid., p. 197.
25 Ibid.
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and ideologies related to music. It has its own communicative context with a jargon based on its

particular aspects of music making whether social, technical or professional.31 According to Racy,

this jargon promotes cohesion within the professional tarab community, although it has lost its

consistency with unaccustomed young generations in recent decades.32 For example, one who

uses ordinary speech or romantic expressions such as “beautiful,” “I could listen all night,” would

be considered as an outsider, a faithful follower, but not a professional, whereas the insider uses

terms like “fi insijam” (he has internal harmony), “muttasil” (connected or in touch with himself),

“mitsaltan” (in a groove, from saltanah), “urab” (microtonal nuances), “biqul bi mazaj” (he

performs with inspired and creative mood), “tawriq” (literally: leaf design, which means

creatively adding ornaments) etc.33

Asmar & Hood coined the labels “first”, “middle”, and “third” generations of tarab performers.34

Although their identification of those generations are somewhat generic, they do draw a general

picture of the generations of tarab. The first generation (such as Umm Kulthum, Sabri al

Mudallal) developed tarab in the first half of 20th-century by inheriting and building on: Ottoman

musical forms, the repertoire of brilliant Arab musicians from the late 19th-century (such as

Abduh al Hamuli and Muhammad Uthman), urban music, and the traditions of religious

chanting.35 Introducing Western orchestral instruments to the traditional small ensemble of takht,

along with new sound recording technologies, prominently changed classical forms of tarab

performance.

The middle generation in the second half of the 20th-century (such as Fairuz, Abdel Halim Hafiz,

Wadi’ al Safi) grew up on a rich and highly-developed urban music to be the foundation for their

own new and innovative tarab music. The third generation (such as Ziad Rahabani, Marcel

Khalife, Melhem Barakat) often founded their contemporary music without maintaining the ideas

of tarab and maqamat.36

36 Ibid.
35 Ibid.

34 Asmar, Sami W., and Kathleen Hood, ‘Modern Arab Music: Portraits of Enchantment from the Middle
Generation.’ Colors of Enchantment: Theater, Dance, Music, and the Visual Arts of the Middle East, edited by
Sherifa Zuhur, Cairo: American University Press, 2001, p. 308.

33 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, p. 76.
32 Ibid., p. 32.
31 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, pp. 15, 16.
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Religious Singing and Reciting

Arab religious music includes that of both Christians and Muslims. Church music is based on

foreign musical cultures such as Greek Orthodox, Coptic, and Maronite. Muslim music, on the

other hand, is based on secular Arab musical structures of tarab and is performed in mosques

during religious ceremonies singing lyrics from religious poetry. This type of singing is called

Inshad. (Example of inshad is muwashah: Hayo elhadi biajmal thekra composed and performed

by the master of secular and religious tarab, Sabri Mudallal (1918-2006), <Link> the video

features the lyrics in Arabic).

Reciting Qur’an, on the other hand, is a genre in and of itself and is clearly differentiated from the

forms of secular music but still follows the same melodic modes, or maqamat, and the reciter

usually receives both religious and musical education at Qur’an schools.37 Performed by solo

vocalists, with no musical instruments, reciting is structurally identical to that of a complete

improvisatory maqam performance (a tarab genre). Both are based on a prominent tonal-spatial

component, in contrast to the freely organized rhythmic-temporal component. With long pauses

between the melodic passages, each passage is fully developed and presents something new

musically.38 And similar to secular tarab music, listeners experience heightened inner tension that

provokes them to release their mystical, spiritual, and musical ecstasy with exclamations praising

the reciter, and of course, God.39 (Example by reciter Sheikh Ragheb Mustafa Ghalwash

(1938-2016), e.g. 2:15, <Link>).

Gender Roles

Throughout history until the 20th-century, social attitudes became more conservative in traditional

Arab society towards female artists. Women were expected to have nothing more than a decent

private family life, which meant that tarab became a male-dominated craft.40 The celebrated

tarab singer, Umm Kulthum (ca. 1904-1975), was allowed by her father to only sing religious

repertoire at the start of her career. In her public performances she sang with her father and

brother and wore male gown and head-dress in an attempt to hide her femininity.41

41 Ibid., pp. 16-18.
40 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 16.
39 Ibid., p. 155.
38 Ibid., pp. 38-39.
37 Touma, The music of the Arabs, pp. 152, 154.
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Another example is Tarab singer Abduh al Hamuli (1841-1901) who forbade his wife from

singing for public entertainment because of the established norms of social decorum, although he

reportedly married her because he was enamored by her singing.42 However, in the early

20th-century female singers’ visibility and status improved significantly. Working with male

composers, musicians, and lyricists, more female tarab singers excelled in their careers and

became famous as recording artists and film stars and gained an important position in tarab

making.43

Performance Venues

Early performance venues expanded throughout the late Ottoman Period to the early 20th-century

in central cities of tarab such as Damascus, Aleppo, Cairo, Beirut, and Baghdad. Typical venues

included: exclusive patrons’ homes, palaces or courts in festive events like weddings, religious

holidays and official receptions, public places and less prestigious and morally suspicious venues

like musical coffee houses that hosted audiences from different social and economical

backgrounds (females were included in their entertainment and frequently looked down upon),

and lastly, Western style theaters influenced by the British in the late 19th- and early 20th-century.

The performance has also changed forms and extended to the radio, recordings, and musical

films.44

Racy doesn’t exclude other less formal and unknown venues that might have been hosting tarab

music, and especially in the mid 20th-century where many informal performances and private

gatherings of connoisseurs occurred.45 (Example, by Abdel Wahhab (1902-1991), Hathehi

Lailati, ca. 1968, in a private gathering, e.g. 6:27, <Link>)

In public performances, the listener’s behaviour is only one of the challenges the performer

encounters. For example, the loudness of the voice was not only a special trait of the singer but

also necessary. Around 1932, before her career took a turn, just like many others, by commercial

recording that extended to radio, film, and television, Umm Kulthum, who had been singing live

for years relying on her powerful voice, felt undignified when she sang on stage using a

45 For more about tarab private gatherings, jalsat, with detailed analysis of how it is conducted, see ibid., pp. 51-58.
44 Ibid, pp. 43-47.
43 Ibid.
42 Ibid.
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microphone for the first time.46 However, the sound system became essential for artists as it made

it easier to perform for larger audiences and helped the singer be heard against ensembles that had

started to expand and include new instruments, some of which were even electronic.47

Other challenges for the singer were their image, looks, stage presence, facial expressions, hand

gestures, good knowledge of a large repertoire, and physical stamina for long performances.

Sabah Fakhri (b. 1933), for example, has reportedly been noted in the Guinness Book of Records

for performing for 10 straight hours without interruption.48 Racy adds that singers can perform

longer than their listeners can listen, except for their devoted sammi'ah who claim that the last

part of the performance is when the singer most excels.

48 Ibid., p. 64.
47 Ibid.
46 Ibid., p. 63.
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Chapter 3: The listeners

Some gestures and facial expressions during a performance by Umm Kulthum
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Their Role

In the tarab experience, the music itself is not considered as the primary factor. To understand the

process of experiencing and communicating tarab emotions by its performers and listeners, we

need to shift the focus away from music alone, for there are other significant considerations of

performative and presentational dimensions.49

Making tarab music takes a sociable form where the listeners’ participation is a key element in

creating the context of the tarab experience. They have a performative role in creating the musical

experience and the appropriate atmosphere of connection, or jaww, in which the performer’s state

of saltanah and the listener’s state of ecstasy are attained. Consequently, the atmosphere might

become artificial, if, say, the listeners are foreign to tarab or the setting of the musical gathering

is not externally authentic enough to conduce to tarab internally. Thus, the lack of creativity is

often due to a lack of the appropriate atmosphere and cultural authenticity.50 Shannon concludes

that insiders, such as the master performer and music researcher Qadri Dalal and performer,

composer and professor of ethnomusicology, A. J. Racy, “emphasize the importance of the

connection between artists and audiences, the familiarity of audiences with the complex modal

systems of Arab music, and the special quality of atmosphere in conditioning the evocation and

experience of tarab, understood as an internal state.”51

Shannon reports a story about the famous tarab singer Sabah Fakhri when he was hosted by Dalal

in a sahra (a small tarab gathering). Dalal and the listeners were moved by Fakhri and his

ensemble’s ecstatic performance in what Dalal described as a great tarab gathering. When he saw

Fakhri years later, he was shocked to hear that Fakhri considered his performance then to be very

bad. When Dalal listened to the cassette tape of that sahra he found out that, from a musical point

of view, it was indeed bad.52 But this is a perfect example to illustrate how the sincerity of the

atmosphere played a key role in creating tarab ecstasy despite the low level of artistry, and that

the presence and emotional atmosphere cannot be captured by the recorder. Fakhri, as a master of

tarab, had the internal state required to evoke ecstasy regardless of the greater standards of the

musical qualities. Dalal argued that the intimacy and emotional connection between the performer

52 Ibid., p. 78.
51 Ibid., p. 79.
50 Ibid., pp. 79-81.
49 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, pp. 79, 83.
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and the listener are more important than the music itself, and the artistry alone is not a guarantee

to experience tarab.53 Shannon claims that even if the majority of listeners were uncultivated in

modal characteristics, the rhythmic qualities of a song, the language, paralanguage, gestures, and

other elements of the intersubjective processes of the “mutual tuning-in relationship”, can still be

as aesthetically and socially affective, and the emotional states of tarab can indeed be attained

within the appropriate atmosphere with the performers.54 As he puts it, “tarab is produced in and

by the relation between audiences and performers and not aroused in listeners by the performer

alone. This relationship at once reflects and produces the musical, social, and emotional states that

allow artists and audiences to experience the feelings they gloss as tarab”.55

Their Behaviour

The involvement of the listeners must be relevant from a musical and emotional point of view.

Their reactions must be “genuine and idiomatically correct”, in response to, for example, “a

climactic point following a powerful cadence, a cry in the voice of the singer, or a rapid trill on

the ud.”56 The singer may be disappointed if she or he notices a lack of reactions where they are

called for. Umm Kulthum reportedly described her disappointment at one of her concerts, saying

that the audience were “not with it”, meaning they were not correctly active.57

Moreover, listeners are expected to have good listening habits and behaviours, and to create an

appreciative atmosphere for the performers. Racy writes that the worst possible communication

that could happen between listeners and performers is either indifference or exaggerated

excitement, usually expressed in whistling, clapping, dancing, intoxication, or singing along with

the singer. These types of behaviours disrupt the musical experience for the performers and the

attentive listeners. For example, while listeners can, sometimes, request musical pieces or songs,

when a performer is attuned to a certain maqam in a state of modal saltanah, such requests

interrupt the creative state, especially if it requires a change of maqam. In addition to the sudden

emotional change that can be caused, in the early 20th-century some instruments, like the qanun,

57 Ibid.
56 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 39.
55 Ibid., p. 79.
54 Ibid., p. 80.
53 Ibid.
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could only be tuned ahead of time to the mode planned to be performed because it didn’t have

tuning levers.58

Umm Kulthum, who considered all types of listeners as part of her devoted audience, divided

listeners in a loving and humorous way, “as if I were watching an entertaining film” 59, into four

types according to their listening behaviour. The first type is the one who is tender and deeply

moved. “I see him swim in a space of absent-mindedness and moan, then all of a sudden he

comes back to his senses when he hears the others applauding and joins them in their applause”.

The second is the one whose mood changes expressively. He looks calm and quiet, but once the

singing starts he becomes extremely excited. “He shouts between phrases and says: ‘Repeat once

more, oh Madam!’, but is not satisfied with that as he jumps on top of his seat because of

excessive elation, and instead of showing his appreciation by applauding, like everyone else, he

throws his fez up in the air”. Or if he didn’t wear one, he excitedly throws someone else’s fez.

The third type is the one who passionately sings along. “So often when I stop singing suddenly

before the end of a passage in order to see what he will do, I see him look around smiling as if

trying to hide his embarrassment in front of his fellow listeners”.

The fourth type is the “clown”, the one who looks indifferent to the performance, rather attends to

get some attention. “He doesn’t say ‘repeat’ like everyone else, but unleashes an extended

ululation that brings about laughter throughout the hall”.60

The Cultivated Listeners (Sammi’ah)

The cultivated listeners are called in tarab jargon, sammi'ah, derived from the verb sami’a, “to

hear”, or “to listen”. The term means “those who listen well”.61 Those listeners get praised by the

performers for their creative and attentive listening, which indicates how important the listeners,

who are not passive hearers, are in the culture of tarab. According to Racy, the sammi'ah “ form

the emotional and artistic lifeline of tarab artistry”, even though compared to the public, they are

61 Ibid., p. 40.
60 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, pp. 59, 63.

59 Fu’ad, Ni’mat Ahmad, Umm Kulthum:Wa‘Asrun min al-Fann.Cairo:al-Hay’ahal~Misriyyah alAmmah li-al-Kitab,
1976, p.303, as quoted in ibid., p. 59.

58 Ibid., pp. 38-39.
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considered a minority, whether in small musical gatherings or public concerts.62 Racy claims that

the sammi'ah develop a special talent for listening. They have a developed emotional sensitivity

polished through constant musical exposure. Although they are often musically informed, the

knowledge they rely on is intuitive rather than theoretical. Racy further explains that even if they

don’t realise the type of maqam being performed, they do notice technical maneuvers the singers

and musicians make. Furthermore, he adds, “The ability of the sammi'ah to listen and feel is

manifested in a culturally established vocabulary of gestures, facial expressions, body language,

and verbal exclamations, that all express their genuinely felt tarab sensations”.63

Typical exclamations heard during a tarab performance include the expression Ah! Reflecting

pain, pleasure, or amazement. Ah ya ruhi! meaning “oh my soul!”. Another common expression is

Allah! meaning “God!” or Allahu akbar! “God is great!”, which expresses in common speech the

state of being overwhelmed by profound sensations or spiritually moving experiences. Ya salam!

“How marvelous!”. Kaman! “Again!”, to repeat a particular musical phrase. Ya sidi! “Oh my

master!”, as an emotional submission to the performer’s artistic authority, and also Aywah ya sidi!

“Yes my master!”.64

Those “internal metaphors”, as Shannon calls them, represent the experiential states of individual

listeners.65 Whether verbally begging the performer to continue or to repeat a phrase,

complimenting the performer, expressing their own engagement, shaking their heads, their hands,

or showing facial expressions, the listeners’ musical connection and ecstatic involvement, through

proper communicative gestures with balanced emotional and rational expressions, enhance and

inspire the performer's creative flow of saltanah.66

Singer Sabah Fakhri described that in addition to physical health, good accompaniment of

musicians, and a good sound system, the audience is the most significant element for him to be in

a higher creative state. “I become inspired to give more, (...) we become reflections of one

another. (...) as the moon shines by reflecting the light it receives from the sun”.67

67 Ibid., p. 130.
66 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, pp. 132-133.
65 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, p. 81.
64 Ibid., pp. 131, 132.
63 Ibid., p. 41.
62 Ibid.
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Similarly, the famous tarab singer, Wadi al Safi (b. 1921) expressed that the audience and the

performer are like two mirrors facing each other, reflecting inspiration back and forth.68

In fact, the listener's participation is so important for the singer, who needs visual and musical

contact with his listeners, that, because the number of cultivated listeners in such public concerts

is unpredictable, some singers insist on having their sammi'ah in the audience in every concert, to

inspire them and to encourage the appropriate musical responses in the listeners. The singers are

always conscious of their audience to sense their mood and level of musicality, and to build a

good rapport with them and thus create the best tarab atmosphere.69

Indeed, building a good rapport with the audience is one of the most important musical virtues of

the performer. One practice is to make ‘musical trials’ of different styles for the first hour of the

gathering or concert in order to get the feel of the audience and establish their tastes and find the

location of the sammi'ah. Sabah Fakhri uses this strategy to scan the audience reactions and

adjusts his repertoire accordingly.70 To ensure the listeners engagement when the performer feels

that they are distant, certain songs or conventional phrases of instrumental music are used to

evoke energy in the listeners and re-establish connection, especially with the non-sammi'ah. Racy

calls them “signal pieces”, famous songs with lighter characters that function as “ecstatic

capsules” to encourage the audience participation. Singers usually use these signal pieces when

they are less skilled or physically exhausted or even uninspired. This usually moves the audience

in dancing moves, singing along, or clapping with the beat.71 Racy remarks that the Western soft

‘dinner’ music is alien to tarab culture, where good entertainment has to have constant interaction

between the performer and the audience.72

72 Ibid.
71 Ibid.
70 Ibid., p. 65.
69 Ibid., p. 64.
68 Ibid., p. 131.
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Chapter 4: Generating Ecstasy

The question of how tarab evokes ecstasy cannot be answered by one grand design or standard

musical recipe as it is a combination of many musical and non-musical elements. I will attempt to

explore some of these elements, tools and processes within the limited scope of this essay.

What is Ecstasy?

As defined by Racy, ecstasy in tarab music is an emotional state that has observable

characteristics such as being absorbed in the musical experience and detached from ordinary

consciousness. This emotional state is illustrated by certain behaviours, and physical and

emotional reactions.73 In extreme cases listeners may get into a deep emotional state involving

shedding tears or even passing out.74

In the experience of tarab, musical elements such as repertoires of stock phrases and certain

melodic and rhythmic techniques can be utilized and manipulated to produce ecstatic responses.75

Ecstatic responses in vocal tarab music can be triggered by the way the singer interprets and

expresses the meanings of the lyrics. This can be illustrated by a comparison between two tarab

masters, Umm Kulthum who is said to have had the ability to perform a single verse more than

twenty times, each expressing a different nuance of the text and thus induce ecstatic responses in

her listeners.76 (Example, by Umm Kulthum, Howa sahih elhawa ghallab, 1961, in a different

concert than the first example mentioned in Saltanah chapter, also in a state of saltanah, she

repeats “Oh! My heart!” more than 20 times in different nuances. Starting at 1:28. <Link>)

The other is Sabah Fakhri who, although praised for his interpretations, has been criticised for

performing his pieces in the same way, as if they were memorized by rote instead of engaging

with the nuances of the lyrics to produce tarab ecstasy.77

77 Ibid., p. 85.
76 Ibid., p. 84.
75 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, p. 74.

74 Qassim Hassan, Scheherazade, “Classical Arabic Music: its Position in Contemporary Arab Society”, Alif: Journal
of Comparative Poetics, 24, 2004, p. 49.

73 Ibid., p. 198.
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Sound Recording

Record companies, along with theaters and radio stations, provided the economic base for the

making of tarab. Sound recording development greatly affected the history of tarab music. In

1904, the recorded flat 78-rpm disc became popular in the Arab market and played a big role in

advertising certain tarab singers throughout the Arab world.78 Between the 1920s and 1930s,

radio stations started to broadcast live and recorded tarab music. In 1932, Egyptian musical films

started featuring big names in tarab music such as Abdel Wahhab, Umm kulthum, Asmahan

(1912-1944) and Farid al Atrash (1915-1974). From the 1950s into the late 20th-century, the

increased popularity of LP and 45-rpm discs, reel-to-reel magnetic tape, cassette tape, and

television have also contributed as a primary media for the dissemination of tarab music.79

This raised concerns within the tarab culture about whether it is possible to mediate tarab through

a machine and outside the traditional context of direct communication between the performer and

the listener. Kamil al Khula’i (1880-1938), a composer, theorist, and musical thinker, described

the phonograph records (an invention of his time) as “inferior replications of reality because of

their acoustical limitations and because the exigencies of recording deprived the performer of

both the appropriate human ambiance and the physical comfort needed for creating tarab.”80

Some early recording singers in the 1920s used to add recorded vocal exclamations. They

sometimes sounded musically correct and emotionally genuine, probably produced by the singer’s

sammi'ah or even the staff of the record company, but at other times they seemed exaggerated and

faked. This strategy had disappeared by the 1930s.81

In addition to the short length of songs, a product of the technological limitations of records, they

were also entirely precomposed. This affected tarab aesthetics, because full precomposition

started to overshadow the context-bound flexibility of the live context and improvisations. Live

musical experiences had their own charm and allure for many reasons including: the direct

interaction between the listeners and the performers, their physical containment that kept the

audience engaged and not distracted by their surroundings (for example, one might otherwise

81 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 71.

80 Al-Khula‘i, Kamil, ca. 1904, Kitab al-Musiqa al-Sharqi (AH 1322). Cairo: Matba at al-Taqaddum, p. 24, as quoted
in ibid., p. 71.

79 Ibid., pp. 69-74
78 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, pp. 40, 69.
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listen to tarab on the radio while engaged in other life activities), and the fact that they

engendered a collectively charged atmosphere with contagious energy.82

Nonetheless, modern tarab aesthetics began to form, and short songs, such as those of Abd al

Wahhab on discs and in films, gained popularity along with other musical works that were

composed for media. They were appreciated for their technical workmanship and for their

emotional content.83 In addition to broadening the traditional listening experience, sound

recording added new emotional and physical nuances, especially for the introspective listeners,

for it gave them the opportunity to make their own impressions (away from the noisy audience)

and imagine their own version of how the performance might have been in the original live

context.84

In the 1980s and 1990s, one could find a large number of live recordings including: works that

were performed in different manner at various concerts, the much valued and rare home

recordings that are commercially unavailable and feature performers alone with their instrument

in an exceptionally high emotional state, and live recordings of private gatherings circulated

among connoisseurs. These latter were highly appreciated for the ecstatic state expressed by the

sophisticated groups of sammi'ah, especially if they were performed in cities known for their

inspiring and musically cultivated audience. Sometimes, the performers would collect tape copies

of their own performances where they experienced saltanah mostly because of such interactive

listeners.85 (Example of such performances, by Abdel Wahhab, Kulle da kan leh, ca.1953, in a

gathering with friends in Lebanon, <Link>)

Moreover, the radio played a major role in the general public listening habits. Radio stations used
to schedule ‘light’ non-tarab pieces in the mornings to early afternoons, and tarab proper late in
the afternoons and evenings. They would broadcast regular live performances of beloved singers
such as Sabah fakhri, Um Kulthum, Muhammad Khayri, at specific times in the evenings, and
millions of Arabs would plan their evenings accordingly.86

86 Ibid., p. 73. (On a personal note: Even until today, the radio accustomed us, in the Levant region, to an almost
national habit, to listen to ‘light’ songs, like Fairuz, in the mornings, and tarab in the afternoons and evenings. In fact,
Fairuz and coffee is the typical morning routine, while Umm Kulthum is the typical mood for late evenings.)

85 Ibid., pp. 72-73.
84 Ibid., p. 74.
83 Ibid., p. 72.
82 Ibid., p. 73.
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Listening to tarab through recordings, although not as engaging as live listening, is also effective

in evoking emotions and even responses. With this new way of listening, people have their own

mood settings when they listen to their recordings,87 whether alone without stage distractions or

interruptions, or with a group of good listeners expressing their “internal metaphors” in what

Shannon calls “a virtual tarab culture”. He describes that “in mediated contexts, listeners enact

virtual tarab cultures through their presentations of conventional tarab responses and the

establishment of virtual relationships with the performers.”88

The Takht

A Syrian takht ensemble (photo ca 1920s): Mustafa Rida on qanun, Amin al-Mahdi on ud, Jurjus Sa’ad on ney,
Mustafa al’aqad on riqq, and Ismail al’aqad on violin.

The takht is a collection of main instruments with different timbres: ud, qanun, ney, violin, riqq,

and, later, tablah. Each of these compatible instruments has individual distinctive qualities that

88 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, p. 82.

87 (On a personal note: in Syria, we had such settings with friends only few of which were musicians and the rest
were just devotees of tarab. With some Raki and meze, and recordings of old tarab, we listened, played the Ud, and
sang in a state of ecstasy that we never achieved with other styles of music. Other times, we would exchange the
rarest recordings of instrumental and vocal tarab and spend hours listening silently with deep absorption.)
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align together in collective modalities along with the vocalist and sometimes with an

accompanying small chorus.89 (Example, by Abdel Wahhab, Emtal zaman yesmah ya gamil,

1932. <Link>. The video features pictures of Wahhab)

All instruments, except for the percussion, can perform solos as well as simply serve as

accompaniment in the background. They can also change leadership, since they are each able to

play essential tarab ornaments and microtones, and stimulate one another in a sense of

togetherness.90

Takht members were usually coming from the same social and economic status, as well as having

the same level of musical training and performance experience. They had both personal and

artistic harmony that was considered indispensable to effective music making. This means that the

collective process of performing can greatly be affected if one or more performers are

incompatible or incompetent, which in turn affects the ecstatic quality that they produce91.

Takht music represents the aesthetics of tarab music in the late 19th- and early 20th-century. The

20th-century modern practice was based on the old model of traditional takht music which was

prevalent in Arab cities before WWI, and included Sufi, indigenous, and Pan-Ottoman secular

elements. It has incorporated in its foundation the basic ecstatic evocation techniques of mode and

modal improvisation.92

The Singer

The singers show their proficiency through adapting to the requirements of the moment

according to the occasion, the venue, and, most importantly, the audience. The role of the singer

goes beyond performing a planned and fixed performance, rather, an open one that adapts to the

audience’s own musical level to obtain their interaction. This explains the many different

variations of the same song in different performances.93 Contrastingly, this freedom of

performance, and its innovatory, interpretative, and improvisatory elements is criticised by

93 Ibid., pp. 82-83.
92 Ibid., p. 75.
91 Ibid., pp. 79,80.
90 Ibid., pp. 78-80.
89 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, pp. 76-78.
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modernists. They want the musical composition to be controlled in order to reach maximum

accuracy in technical performance with minimal changes by individual performers.94

The singer’s voice is the center of attention and the leader of the performance and the forefront of

the ecstatic process. When improvising, the instrumental preludes and interludes, whether

pre-composed or improvised, solo or ensemble, give the singer adequate repose between

improvised vocal phrases to explore new tonal areas of the mode, make modulations to other

modes, and return to the original mode for the cadence. This process of improvisation requires the

singer to be highly conscious of his accompanists such that they can maintain the synchrony and

so create the best possible musical experience for the listeners.95

Moreover, the musical accompaniment has a very important and sensitive role in maintaining

musical affectivity without being intrusive or prominent. The music is employed as tawriq, which

literally means ornamental leaves. The musicians should not compete with the vocalist, move

ahead or anticipate his moves, play louder than his/her voice, or produce more complex melodic

lines. The accompanying musicians are simply to be courteous, supportive and discreet.96 As Racy

elaborates, the good accompanist is a creative minimalist who can respond to nonverbal cues,

provide aesthetic stimulation to the vocalist, and produce the basic rhythmic and melodic

backdrop which help to achieve maximum ecstatic impact in the tarab evocation.97

Furthermore, heterophonic interplay is typical between the takht musicians, or between the

vocalist and the accompaniment as they induce emotional arousal and deep enchantment. When

an improvisation leads, the accompanying instruments are supposed to echo the leader at a

slightly delayed pace, which can be heard as out of sync. This type of interplay is called

overlapping. (Example, takht ensemble of the renowned musician Mohamed el-Qasabgi

(1892-1966), Madam teheb, 1955. e.g. 02:48, <Link> The video features pictures of Qasabgi). In

the simultaneous type, the accompaniment performs slightly varied renditions of the same musical

material. (Example, takht ensemble of Fatheya Ahmed (1898-1975), Kam Ba’athna ma’al nasim

salama, 1949. e.g. 04:03, <Link>). This interactive process fits perfectly the small ensemble of

takht, where the communication is spontaneously realized by visual contact and musical cues

97 Ibid., pp. 85, 86.
96 Ibid., p. 83.
95 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, pp. 82-83.
94 Qassim Hassan, “Classical Arabic Music”, pp. 45-46.
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within a coordinated format. In larger ensembles that have duplications of instruments, such as

those including multiple violins, cellos and bass, heterophonic interplay is likely to be

disorganised and the leading performer has to control the process. This difference can transform

the aesthetics from a timbral acoustical transparency that gives prominence to its individual

component parts to an orchestral sound mixture.98

Saltanah
While the term tarab describes the overall emotional transformation of all participants in the

musical experience, saltanah is a state specific to the performer while performing. It is motivated

by the ambiance, the eager sammi'ah, the engaged accompaniment, and the performer’s own

emotional responsiveness to the affect of tarab music. The performer gets musically self-absorbed

and focused in an intense state of inspiration and creative ecstasy. Saltanah is mostly related to

maqamat, where the performer gets captivated by the intervallic and tonal components of the

mode being  performed.99 As Racy describes it, the performer “feels haunted by the tonic pitch

and the intervallic structure, but is also fully prepared to evoke the powerful tarab effect of the

mode. Thus, the strongly felt presence of an established tonic and related intervals and notes of

emphasis makes it possible to view saltanah as a form of modal, and by implication tonal and

intervallic fixation, or essentially as modal ecstasy.”100

Derived from the word sulta and sultan, translated as ‘power’ and ‘powerful ruler’, saltanah

means being powerfully in command of things, here namely of the musical mode. This

momentary inspirational ecstatic state stimulates the performer to get into a mood of

improvisation and so to bring about deep feelings to an interpretation or a modification of a

precomposed work.101 (Example, by Umm Kulthum singing Howa Sahih Elhawa Ghallab,

ca.1961, in a state of saltanah. Note a listener caught tearing up on camera. e.g. 4:20-6:00,

<Link>)

However, to experience saltanah the performers must be attuned to the indigenous feel of the

music, i.e. they must have a deeply rooted native ethos. In Racy’s words, they need an “Eastern

101 Ibid., p. 121.
100 Ibid., p. 120.
99 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 129.
98 Ibid., pp. 80-81.
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soul” and a “genuine artistry”, an authentic musical talent, through which they can express the

musical idiom in tarab genres as a “second nature”.102 Racy explains that as an outcome of a

genuine saltanah state, the performer should be able to “extemporize melodic and rhythmic

nuances and instrumental fillers, to have a good sense of intonation, to execute proper qaflat

(cadences), and to interact heterophonically with other performers in the ensemble (...) and

ultimately evoke genuine tarab within his or her listeners.”103

The Voice

The voice of the tarab performer is considered the supreme medium of evocation. Traditionally,

throat-controlled chest-voice is greatly valued, as opposed to head-voice, or falsetto, which is

alien to tarab vocal artistry. It is expected for a tarab voice to be gracefully flexible, to easily

create embellishments, to have a mastership of microtonal inflections, a timbral quality,

consistency in high and low registers, melodic fluency, and clarity of text articulation especially

of classical Arabic consonants.104

Ornaments

Whether vocal or instrumental, ornaments are essential in aesthetic and ecstatic stimulation and

greatly appreciated when properly executed. They differ depending on the musical style of the

period. In the early 20th-century, they were used much more extensively than decades later. Racy

mentions some examples such as a subtle grace-note, a portamento (a sliding between notes), long

held tremolo-like gyrations, or a wavy manipulation of individual notes (as opposed to the rapid

classical-European vibrato, which is not appropriate in tarab; in fact, it is considered distasteful).

(Example, by Asmahan who was famous for her vocal skills, Kan Li Amal, 1941. <Link>). In a

cadential motif or a prolonged note, for example, the ornaments indicate to the audience to listen

closely, for they evoke responses that evaluate the performer's genuine artistry. Using

embellishments requires a great deal of skill and mastery, for they have many types of tonal,

rhythmic, dynamic, and timbral applications.105

105 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, pp. 86-87.
104 Ibid., p. 89.
103 Ibid., p. 127.
102 Ibid., pp. 126-127.
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Improvisation

Racy describes improvisation as a highly “sophisticated art; an affective expression that requires

extraordinary skill, talent, and inspiration.”106 Improvisation is the main vehicle used to evoke

ecstasy in tarab. Improvising vocal or instrumental music during the performance, while

following the overall melodic modes, or maqamat, is typically non-strophic, solo-oriented, and

nonmetric (rhythmically free).107

The modal improvisation and the traditional practice of heterophony declined after WWI due to

the influence of Western musical values and the expansion of ensembles. Nonetheless, they

continue to exist in tarab due to their emotional impact on the listeners, and they are considered

exceptional distinctions of tarab culture by music theorists, educators, and sammi'ah.108

The way improvisation evokes the ecstatic feeling is complex, because it involves utilizing tonal,

intervallic, temporal and structural components. Racy describes two ways of improvising. The

first is by using familiar modal material, which is introduced then manipulated to stimulate the

listeners responses. In a study on reciting the Qur’an, it is indicated that ecstatic listeners would

implore the reciter to improvise in order to fulfill their expectations: “Listeners would also shout

out their requests, and these were particularly revealing of their expectations: “Again, so we can

memorize it!”, “How about the higher register?”, "Give us (maqam) Shuri!", "(maqam) Saba! By

the prophet, we're waiting for Saba!" Where there were musical references to other reciters,

knowledgeable listeners would shout out the name of the reciter quoted in delighted recognition,

with such comments as, “He’s taken us back thirty years!”.”109

The second way of improvising is through introducing new and unpredictable structures. The

performers use their imagination and taste knowing that novelty, if aesthetically fitting, has a great

emotional value. Either way, the improviser in tarab aspires to gratify as well as torment and tease

the listener’s modal expectation, evoking ecstasy by “skillfully combining the notion of what ‘is’

109 Nelson, Kristina, 1982. “Reciter and Listener: Some Factors Shaping the Mujawwad Style of Quranic Reciting.",
Ethnomusicology 26 (1), p. 43, as quoted in ibid., p. 95.

108 Elkholy, Samha, The Tradition of Improvisation in Arab Music. (Giza, Egypt: Imprimerie Rizk, 1978), pp. 11, 24,
as quoted by ibid., p. 94.

107 Ibid.
106 Ibid., p. 93.
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with the realisation of what ‘can be’.”110 (Example by Sabah Fakhri (b. 1933), muwashah: Fika

kullo ma ‘ara hasan, improvising on the phrase “Oh Night!”. Starting 3:57 <Link>).

Interpretations

The ability of singers to create their own interpretations and innovations takes real artistic skill

and genuine intuition, if they are to engage the listener.  In fact, takht musicians expect the

performer to take interpretive liberty and add ornaments, slurs, heterophonic variations, stretching

or shortening syllables, changing the position of some accents, dynamic inflections, breaking

away from the regular meter, changing some words or even composing a new section, and other

technical ways of delivering musical interpretations to produce great ecstasy.111

To understand the following examples one must be familiar with the composed ‘original’ section

first to be able to recognize the new interpretations performed by the singers.

(Example 1. Nour al Huda (1924-1998), ya Jarata Alwadi, 1969. She first introduces the piece in

its composed form at 5:00 and then in a state of saltanah creates her interpretations in different

ways, e.g. 7:30,  <Link>).112

(Example 2. Umm Kulthum, Eftikerly, ca. 1967. She first introduces the piece in its composed

form at 1:15 and then takes interpretive liberty at 1:53 while the musicians are simply following

and supporting until 9:16 <Link>).

During the second half of the 20th-century however, Western-based pedagogy dominated and

created a preference for fixed compositional formats in vocal and instrumental genres. The art of

interpretation became less interesting for young performers or for those who are not traditionally

trained.113

Maqam

Maqam, plural: maqamat, is an Arabic word that means “position”, or “place”. It defines a

particular position in the general scale of all the pitches available in the system.114 In Arab,

114 Davis, Ruth, “Middle East and Central Asia: ‘maqām’, ‘makom’”, Mode, in Grove Music Online, 2001.
113 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, pp. 92-93.

112 (On a personal note, interpretations are indeed distinguishable. This is one of my personal favorite songs that has
been sung by many great tarab singers, but her interpretation in particular, makes me tear up of enchantment!)

111 Ibid., pp. 92-93
110 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 96.
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Turkish and Persian musical traditions, modal entities are composed of particular scale degrees

within a general background collection called the general scale. The general scale of Arab music

can generate unlimited modal complexes. Each complex is composed of a succession of tones

linked by certain intervallic relationships with inherent melodic functions, and constitutes a

special mode, or maqam.115

In other words, as defined by Johnny Farraj in his comprehensive resource for teaching maqamat,

the Arabic maqam is “a system of scales, habitual melodic phrases, modulation possibilities,

ornamentation techniques and aesthetic conventions that together form a rich melodic framework

and artistic tradition.”116

Each maqam is based on a scale that is built by linking two or three scale fragments or small

modal entities of 3-5 notes called jins, pl. ajnas (as tetrachord or pentachord). Each scale often

consists of seven notes (sometimes extending beyond 8 notes) that repeat at the octave.

Traditionally, and based on sharing the root jins - which defines the maqam’s character- maqamat

are classified into families such as Ajam, Bayati, Hijaz, Kurd, Nahawand, Rast and others. Each

family has branch maqamat based on the second or upper jins.117

Although it is not possible to assign a particular emotion to a particular maqam due to the

complexity of their variations, it is believed that there is a general feel to each maqam. For

example, Saba maqam evokes sadness, Bayat maqam is used for expressing love and joy, and the

Nahawand is melancholic, and is commonly used in reciting Qur'an because of its majestic feel

and modulatory options. (Example of Qur'an reciting in 1957, improvisations on Nahawand

maqam by Sheikh Mustafa Isma’il (1905-1978). e.g. 01:55-3:00, <Link>).

Modality

The modal music of tarab engages the listener by gradually generating a modal presence through

which the maqam prevails fully whether the music is pre-composed or improvised. The stability

of the maqam means emphasizing the tonic and repeating it from time to time, coming back to it

between modulations, cadencing upon it, or even using it as a drone.118

118 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 100.
117 Ibid.
116 Farraj, Johnny, “The Arabic Maqam”, Maqam World (2001-2018).
115 Ibid.
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This modal stability is closely connected with ecstasy, for it has a great emotional effect. Skilled

tarab performers are never eager to modulate, because the original mode should first be

established fully and allowed to take its natural course. In other words, the original mode should

neither be dwelled upon for too long, nor be dispelled by an abrupt change from one mode to

another.119

Cadence

Cadences are a unique trait of tarab. They have a dense and dynamic motivic structure that makes

the endings of the major musical phrases recognizable, and are usually followed by short pauses.

They are effective emotionally, if properly timed, and exhibit rhythmic, melodic and ornamental

nuances. The proper execution makes the cadence a magical device for generating a powerful

ecstatic quality. Kristina Nelson considers the cadence as “the real test of the reciter’s (and

musician’s) melodic skill”, and describes two of the procedures of cadence that apply to secular

music, “The first brings back a melodic phrase to its emphatic tonal base, thus completing the

symmetrical contour initiated by that phrase and releasing the tension generated by that same

phrase. The second heightens tension by ending the phrase ambivalently on a note less central to

the maqam or on a note shared prominently by another maqam, thus creating uncertain modal

anticipation, a feeling that listeners appear to deeply appreciate.”120 (Example on the first

procedure, Umm Kulthum, Enta Omri, 1964. 1:17:00, <Link>)

Lyrics

Lyrics are a powerful element of the ecstatic experience of tarab, whether they be religious,

social, philosophical or the most common: amorous. The poetic devices of love poetry are highly

stereotypical, and the amorous theme is presented in standardized expressions, images, and

allusions. Love in tarab texts is a combination of suffering and elation, pain and pleasure.121 Racy

traces the expressive modalities of tarab lyrics to Sufi love-poetry that appeared in the

13th-century. In a historical and artistic exchange, tarab texts have interchanged from mystical to

121 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, pp. 147-148.

120 Nelson, Kristina, The Art of Reciting the Quran, 1985, Austin: University of Texas Press. Netti, Bruno. 1974.
“Thoughts on Improvisation: A Comparative Approach.” The Musical Quarterly 60(1): 1-19. P. 127, as quoted in
ibid., p. 105.

119 Ibid., p. 101.
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secular contexts. In tarab, lyrics almost always speak in a masculine form which goes back to the

Sufi love-poetry. This poetry speaks of the beloved, as a metaphor for the Divine, in genderless

form, and since the genderless form does not exist in Arabic language, it is expressed essentially

in a generic masculine form. Thus male and female singers speak of themselves and to the

beloved in a generic masculine form.122

There are two major styles of lyrics: The Syrian-based orientation, and the Egyptian-based

orientation. The first is based on muwashshah, a poetic form of strophic verses written in

Classical Arabic that appeared early in the 10th-century. The tarab music genre of the same name,

muwashshah, and another genre called qudud, use those poems as lyrics. In addition to the focus

on love, they also focus on festive gatherings of close companions who are in love. Expressions

about wine, with the beloved being the wine provider, such as “fill the glass”, “he gave me the

wine to drink”, “he intoxicated me”, are also common and relate back to Sufi love-poetry, which

refer metaphorically to the mystical transformation and love of the Divine.123 Other metaphors

common in lyrics are references to nature, such as describing the beloved’s cheeks as “roses”, the

graceful bending figure as “a twig” or “willow branch”. Descriptions of falling in love are also

typical in tarab lyrics, such as “The eye cast of the beloved is like an arrow that hunts the lover”,

“I was smitten by him”, “he torments my heart”, and other stereotypical expressions about the

seductive beauty, the pain of unfulfilled love, the yearning to unite, and even the blame of the

cynics.124

The second orientation based on Egyptian texts reflects the lover’s own feelings and pathos of

unfulfilled love. With clever plays on words, double meanings and hints, the poet describes the

story of how he fell in love, the distressful beloved’s behaviour (which is usually unaware or

uninterested), and the harsh criticism by society and cynics. In describing the beloved’s physical

traits, such as their lips, eyelashes, eyebrows, color of the skin, it is also common to use images

from nature, such as “beautiful as the moon”, “dark eyes like the night”, “he seared me with

love’s fire”.  In these texts the lover may finally accept his destiny, and usually hopes or makes an

oath of not to fall in love again.125

125 Ibid., pp. 153-159.
124 Ibid., p. 150.
123 Ibid.
122 Ibid., p. 149.
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The genderless mode of depiction makes the lyrics resonate with the experiences of the listeners

from any gender. Racy discusses that the generalized and stereotypical way of writing such lyrics,

their simple literary structures, personal mode of speaking, use of emotional expressions

illustrative of loneliness, despair, pain, joy, separation, love, pleasure and other universal feelings,

all are reasons behind the lyrics’ emotional effectiveness and ecstatic evocation.126

126 Ibid., pp. 172-173.
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Chapter 5: The Western Influence

Syrian tarab singer Asmahan, from the film Gharam wa Intiqam, 1944. Singing her “waltz” song:

Layaly El Ons fi Vienna

Western influence changed the face of tarab culture significantly in spite of the striving efforts of

tarab makers to base the inevitable modernization on native and familiar parameters and

variations of tarab culture rather than European ideologies of innovation. Examples of this

influence are including Western musical instruments into the traditional ensemble, changing the

role of the solo performer, reducing improvisation and interpretation (which form the basics of

tarab), increasing the chorus participation, and even replacing Arabic with European musical

terms.127

127 Qassim Hassan, “Classical Arabic Music”, p. 40.
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Since the early 20th-century, the Western occupation of the Arab Near-East has influenced the

local cultural practices tremendously, and tarab music unfolded as an urban musical mainstream

representing the region's indigenous musical character. Although it was gaining vital status, it

became vulnerable. The modern preferences of the West and its institutional culture, and the

hesitant and hostile views about local music and its ecstatic connotations stigmatized tarab as

outdated. Nonetheless, the mass media popularized tarab and transformed it into a matrix for

modernist musical experimentation.128

Racy explains that the region witnessed many of such influences in the 1950s and 1960s, from

“Arabized” melodic motifs of Western art music, large ensembles with mixed choruses of more

than twenty men and women, the replacement of all improvisations and solo performances by

monophonic choral singing, to the presentation of traditional Arab music in fixed compositions

with standardized interpretations. Western notation was used and a conductor controlled the

tempo and the dynamics of the whole performance, and even the audience were more frequently

forbidden from expressing responses and were only allowed to applaud after the end of the pieces.
129

In Lebanon, this Western influence was adopted by the Rahbani brothers and Fairuz who created

an urban popular style of music that employed elements from the local folk repertoire, Western

music, and traditional Arab music. Today we see a mix of traditional, modern, and postmodern

styles. Global pop culture started to prevail among young music makers relying mostly on

audio-visual components. In the early 21st-century, tarab culture has drastically declined, some

say because of the death of genuine tarab artists, such as Umm Kulthum, Farid Al Atrash,

Asmahan, Abdel Wahhab. As Racy puts it, “the musical heritage is striving to find a place for

itself amidst two powerful and largely unsympathetic domains: the conservatory-based Western

classical music, which is government supported; and the new popular music, which is sustained

by a large market economy.”130

The attribute of “authenticity” is applied to Arab musical traditions that preceded the entry of

Western colonialism, which implies that modernists are not to intervene and give those traditions

130 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 223.

129 El-Shawan Castelo-Branco, Salwa, “Traditional Arab Music Ensembles in Egypt Since 1967The Continuity of
Tradition within a Contemporary Frame- work.”,1984, Ethnomusicology 28(2):271-288, as quoted in ibid., p. 222.

128 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 222.
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a modern character that suits the new taste and concepts prevailing. Scheherazade Qassim Hassan

clarifies that authenticity does not intend to isolate Arab music from the culture of the West, but to

protect the traditional music from direct copying or borrowing from foreign concepts that

contribute to changing the Arab musical language.131

Within the debate about “Oriental Spirit” that is an important feature of the cultural authenticity of

tarab, some Western influenced intellectuals and artists claim that the notion of authenticity is a

hindrance to modernity, and that Arab music needs to be more intellectual for the thinking

listeners rather than for the “old-fashioned” emotional tarab listeners who express their emotions

out loud in a “vulgar” way.132

Some European-trained musicians claim that because tarab music is based on one voice, it is

limited in expressing ideas, contrary to Western music that has many voices thus able to express

many different ideas. They also consider Tarab’s evocation of emotions to be outdated and its

aesthetic pleasure to be of a lower form. They even go so far in their socio-political critique as to

consider tarab ecstasy to be a form of emotional escape from reality. They claim that the Arabs

lost the 1967 war because Israel realised their emotionality and exploited it by broadcasting Umm

Kulthum to manipulate the soldiers and attack when everyone is “high on music”.133 (Whether this

example is factual or anecdotal and questionable, it portrays the significant emotional influence of

tarab music on Arabs as this study is trying to show.)

On the other hand, those who defend traditions of tarab culture debate about “false” and “true”

tarab and explain that not everything we hear today is “true tarab”. Additionally, as discussed in

the chapter about the listeners’ behaviour, “vulgar” and “inauthentic” expressions are not

representative of tarab culture. Traditional tarab music should produce refined and authentic

emotions in its listeners.

Shannon refers to Adorno (1976) and his suggestion that “every artistic genre expresses the

contradictions of the society as a whole.”134 This applies to tarab music where contradictions of

attitudes arise about emotional honesty, “Oriental Spirit”, and authenticity, due to European

134 Adorno,Theodor, Introduction to the Sociology of Music. (New York: Continuum, 1976) as quoted in ibid., pp. 90.
133 Ibid., pp. 89-92.
132 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, pp. 88-89.
131 Qassim Hassan, “Classical Arabic Music”, p. 39.
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colonisation. Colonialism has created a cultural crisis of how to authentically construct modern

Arab culture between the Western and the traditionally oriental. Some Arab intellectuals,

musicians, and critics claimed that tarab music is “primitive” and can hardly emulate the musical

progression of European art music, which represents the standards to be followed. Ironically,

considering how the term is used in Western countries, they call European art music: “World

Music”. This led to the establishment of symphony orchestras and institutes to teach and perform

European music, such as the Syrian National Symphony Orchestra, and the Damascus Opera

House.135

However, the Arab musical heritage is representative of communities’ consciousness, for it

renews the sense of belonging through setting symbolic borders to distinguish and separate the

collective identity of a community from what is alien to it.136 After the Arab defeat against Israel

in 1967, those who used to believe in the saying (or rather ideology) that was common in 1950s

and 1960s: “Everything from the West is best!”, started to advocate for the revival of their cultural

roots and heritage in order to re-establish an Arab cultural identity. This resulted in increasing

struggles and ideological debates in the direction of postcolonial nationalism with the intention of

finding an alternative modernity of social and political institutions to preserve the “Oriental

Spirit” as a core of the cultural difference.137

In Syria, the Baathist regime adopted such ideologies with the intention of becoming the home of

Arab secularism and pan-Arab socialism, and the caretaker of Arab and Islamic cultural

heritage.138 Music played a significant role in the state-sponsored cultural celebrations promoting

the Syrian national “folklore” and “classical traditions”. Shannon explains that we can better

understand tarab music practices and its aesthetic discourses of emotionality and authenticity in

the context of competing conceptions of modernity and of nationalism.139

In the reality of today, Qassim Hassan wonders if musical cultures are disappearing in the

shadows of the collective forces of globalization that might erase music as culture and as

139 Ibid.
138 Ibid.
137 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, p. 92.
136 Qassim Hassan, “Classical Arabic Music”, p. 38.
135 Shannon, “Emotion, Performance, and Temporality in Arab Music”, pp. 90-91.
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expression of identity to become a commercial industry that aspires to the “standards” of the

media.140

However, Racy is more optimistic and thinks that by adapting to modern technological and social

contexts, and maintaining a discreet profile, tarab music seems to occupy a unique position that

protects it from the systemic patterns of westernization. Although it might have become

marginalised, tarab has strong roots, it is timeless, and it is becoming internationalized by

listeners worldwide who have access through the internet to exchange and reissue recordings from

the 20th-century by major tarab artists. He adds that traditional Arab genres are being studied and

performed by students in Europe and North America, and that he himself has directed an

ensemble of traditional Arab instruments at the University of California at Los Angeles regularly

since 1978.141 Perhaps, eventually, cultures can meet with acceptance, as Racy concludes, “At a

major music conservatory in the United States, instruction in Near Eastern and other world musics

has been described as a sign of the institution’s courage ‘to imagine itself as a part of a future

culture in which Beethoven might actually thrive as one voice among many.’”142

142 Ibid., p. 225. (The quote within this quote is by Dr. Robert R. Labaree, a performer and an instructor who directs
the New England Conservatory of Music’s Summer Intercultural Institute, as stated by Racy.)

141 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, pp. 224-225.
140 Qassim Hassan, “Classical Arabic Music”, p. 55.
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Chapter 6: Discussion & Conclusions

Music and Emotion: Psychological and Philosophical Perspectives on

Understanding Tarab

Throughout this essay, we have discussed how tarab music's main elements work together to

create emotional transformation in its listeners, but to understand why this happens

psychologically, we need to understand why music, in general, evokes emotions in listeners.

While I explore that question, I will discuss every finding by a comparison to tarab.

The suggestion that we listen to music for its emotional effects has been a popular subject in

scientific research in the last two decades in the fields of music cognition, music psychology, and

the neuroscience of music.143 Music has been used for its psychological effects in many areas such

as film, video games, marketing, and therapy. And yet, due to the variety of approaches, models,

and mechanisms used in such studies, they have not reached consistent findings as it is difficult to

specify what exactly they are studying in the relation between emotion and music.144 Although the

findings are “collectively confusing and internally inconsistent”,145 I will shed light on some of

the most relevant ones to my subject.

According to philosopher Malcolm Budd, there are two aspects of attitude in listening to music:

listening to music as a background that stimulates, distracts, or enhances other activities such as

dancing, socializing, working, etc., and listening to music expecting to be intrinsically

rewarded.146 The value of music to the listener, Budd suggests, is dependent on the emotion

aroused in the listener, and on the expressive character of the music. (This view is in contrast with

that of Eduard Hanslick in his book The Beautiful in Music, who believes that the value of music

stands objectively for itself as its own purpose and that its beauty is specifically musical, while

emotions are neither the content nor the purpose of music.) 147

147 Hanslick, Eduard, The Beautiful in Music, trans. Gustav Cohen (London and New York, 1891), as quoted in ibid.,
pp. 19-20.

146 Bud, Malcolm, Music and the Emotions : The Philosophical Theories, Taylor & Francis Group, 1992, p. 16.

145 Juslin, P. N., Liljeström, S., Västfjäll, D., Barradas, G., & Silvia, A. 2008, an experience sampling study of
emotional reactions to music: Listener, music, and situation. Emotion, 8, p. 574, as quoted in ibid., p. 308.

144 Ibid.

143 Eerola, Tuomas, and Vuoskoski, Jonna K, “A Review of Music and Emotion Studies: Approaches, Emotion
Models, and Stimuli.” Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal, vol. 30, no. 3, 2013, p. 307.
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Although emotions are not to be reduced to sadness and happiness only, it is suggested by

philosopher Stephen Davies in his theory of musical expressiveness, called appearance

emotionalism, that “sadness and happiness in music are emotion characteristics in appearance,

that are not expressions of any genuine emotion in anyone but which are experienced as

resembling a human expression of sadness or happiness.”148 In other words, musical

expressiveness relies on musically recreating features of specific emotions through dynamic

structure and configurations of the behaviors that a human demonstrates when experiencing an

emotion. For example, a person skipping quickly and lightly is an expression of happiness and

can be implicated by a similar liveliness and cheerfulness in music. Similarly, slow, low, and

sustained musical expressions may reflect the emotional contours of sobbing or pain. Thus, music

is expressive of an emotion only through its aesthetic surface that is not necessarily a genuine

expression of the emotion of its composer, performer, or listener. A composer can compose, and a

performer can perform music with sad expressions without actually being sad, or a listener can

recognize or even be moved by an expression of sadness in music without necessarily becoming

sad himself.149

In tarab music, we understand the musical expressiveness through its melodic modes, or

maqamat. The Arabs are very familiar with these self-contained spheres of potential affect due to

their distinct modal components.150 This familiarity results from the debatable association of each

maqam with one or more conventional emotions. For example the Sikah maqam is expressive of

love; Hijaz of sorrow and sadness; Ajam of power and freedom, etc. According to the persona

theory suggested by Robinson & Hatten, music can in fact embody a broad array of emotions and

is not restricted to the narrow emotional expressions of Davies’ theory.151 Through this lens, we

can understand, as we discussed in the chapter about maqam, that it is not possible to assign

particular emotions to a particular maqam, not only because of the listeners’ individuality in

perceiving various emotions, but also due to the complexity of variations of each maqam where

each individual usage is open to the creativity of the composer or performer. (This is similar, but

151 Robinson & Hatten, “Emotion in Music”, p. 79.
150 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 212.
149 Robinson & Hatten, “Emotion in Music”, p. 74.

148 Davies, Stephen, ‘‘Artistic Expression and the Hard Case of Pure Music.’’ In Contemporary Debates in Aesthetics
and the Philosophy of Art. Ed. Matthew Kieran, 2006, pp. 179–91, as quoted in Robinson & Hatten, “Emotion in
Music”, Music Theory Spectrum, Vol. 34, No.2, 2012, p. 74.
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maybe more complicated, to the narrow recognition of happiness in major scales, and of sadness

in minor scales in Western music.)

Familiarity plays an important role in modulating the listener’s emotional response to music,

according to a study on intensity of emotions conveyed by music.152 Its findings conclude that

familiarity enhances emotional intensity ratings, and that “knowledge of (or familiarity with) the

correct expectations set up by the organization of the melody can lead to more anticipatory

arousal, which can be interpreted as greater emotional intensity.”153

According to musicologist Leonard Meyer, “musical meaning and emotion depend on how the

actual events in the music play against this background of expectations.”154 Our expectations play

an essential psychological role in our emotional responses to music. Sometimes the music creates

tension and instability in hopes of continuation, and at other times the music completely fulfills

our expectations.155 I can add that this is especially convincing in tarab. When the listeners are

cultivated, their understanding of the stylistic norms of the music makes them have more eager

expectations because they recognize any surprising and skillful maneuver, not only appreciate

what they had already anticipated based on their knowledge. In other words, musical

connoisseurship is of essential importance in tarab culture. It is the learned skill of attentive and

discerning listening or “refined taste”. A good tarab performance can evoke two different kinds

of emotions: satisfaction because an expectation was met or pleasant surprise because an

expectation was not met.

The results of these studies can be helpful to understand the emotional enjoyment of music in

general, but what about sad music? Why do we enjoy a ‘negative’ emotional response?

Researchers found that in listening to sad music listeners actually reported positive and

pleasurable emotions like nostalgia, peacefulness, and wonder, but the most prominent emotion

was sadness.156 However, this sadness was not negative or unpleasant as sadness experienced in

156 Vuoskoski, Jonna K., Thompson, William F., McIlwain, Doris and Eerola,Tuomas,“Who enjoys listening to sad
music and why?”, Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal, vol. 29, no. 3, 2012, p. 311.

155 Ibid.

154 Meyer, L.B, Emotion and meaning in music. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press.1956) & Meyer, L.B, Music,
the arts, and ideas. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1967), as quoted in Krumhansl, Carol L. “Music: A
Link between Cognition and Emotion.” Current Directions in Psychological Science, vol. 11, no. 2, 2002, pp.
45-46.

153 Ibid., p. 181.

152 Ali, S. Omar, and Zehra F. Peynircioǧlu, “Intensity of Emotions Conveyed and Elicited by Familiar and
Unfamiliar Music.” Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal, vol. 27, no. 3, 2010, p. 177.
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everyday life. This sadness is an enjoyable intense emotional response that is combined with the

sad music’s aesthetic appeal.157

People who tend to enjoy and have intense emotional responses to sad music share two

personality traits that describe the individuals’ basic psychological conditions of social

interaction: Openness to Experience, assessed by using “The Big Five Inventory” by John &

Srivastava (1999), and Empathy, assessed by using the “Interpersonal Reactivity Index” by Davis

(1980), which are well-established and widely used psychometric tools with proven predictive

value. These two traits mean that aesthetic appreciation and empathetic engagement are elements

of this paradox of “pleasurable sadness”.158

The openness trait indicates sensitivity to art and beauty, preference for diverse styles of music,

and experiencing aesthetic chills listening to music.159 The empathy trait is the person’s

responsivity to the observed experiences of others and implies involvement of cognitive and

affective components. Empathy’s emotional contagion may be one of the mechanisms through

which music evokes emotions.160 In other words, people who are open and empathetic (social

interaction traits) would most likely experience greater enjoyment while listening to sad music.161

In trying to resolve this paradox, Garrido and Schubert discovered that enjoyment can be

predicted, although not completely reliably, by absorption and music empathizing. They built

their conclusions on the theory of dissociation from pain or displeasure as a cognitive mechanism.

According to this theory, “an aesthetic context activates a node that inhibits the “displeasure

centre” associated with negative emotions, and that feelings of pleasure arise from the mere

process of activation.”162 But this theory needs more investigation in unpleasant emotional

162 Ibid., p. 311
161 Vuoskoski, Thompson, McIlwain, and Eerola, “Who enjoys listening to sad music and why?”, p. 314.

160 Davis, M. H., 1980, “a multidimensional approach to individual differences in empathy”. JSAS Catalog of
Selected Documents in Psychology, 10, 85, as quoted in Vuoskoski, Thompson, McIlwain, and Eerola, “Who
enjoys listening to sad music and why?”, p. 312.

159 Ibid., p. 312.

158 John, O. P., & Srivastava, S., The Big Five trait taxonomy: History, measurement, and theoretical perspectives. In
L. A. Pervin & O. P. John (Eds.), Handbook of personality: Theory and research (pp. 102-138). New York:
Guilford Press 1999; and Davis, M. H., A multidimensional approach to individual differences in empathy. JSAS
Catalog of Selected Documents in Psychology, 10, 85, 1980, as quoted in ibid., pp. 311-312.

157 Ibid., pp. 314-315.
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responses evoked by other types of music such as scary music (which to some people does not

have aesthetic appeal).163

In Tarab culture’s aesthetics, tarab is based on the concept of ihsas, which does not exactly

translate to “feelings”, but “feeling”. This is because feelings, as Swiss analytical psychologist

Verena Kast states, can be perceived and named, and have definite causes and goals.164 Ihsas, on

the other hand, is not attached to a particular emotional or sentimental profile, but is rather a

transformative blending of several ingredients that work collectively to produce highly suggestive

representations of the state of tarab ecstasy. Such a state is not emotional in the familiar sense of

comprising either joy or sadness, but is a “feeling” of enchanting melancholy or a combination of

both sadness and elation.165 The manipulation that results from using boosters such as visual

effects, lighting, food, alcohol or drugs, and self inducement by singing along, dancing, cheering,

and so on, can stimulate this state of ecstasy during a musical performance. Nonetheless, Racy

argues that music itself is capable of generating its own stimulation of emotional release, and

operates as an inherently transformative experience independent from those physical, mental, and

visual stimuli.166

Evoking tarab is very complex and intuitive, which makes it hard to specify standard musical

“recipes”.167 The “pure message”, as Rouget calls it while referring to the ecstatic experience of

tarab music, is the musical substance that is experienced ecstatically by the listener who is trained

to perceive it ecstatically.168 The composer or the performer conceives and conveys the ecstatic

condition in their music and consequently it is perceived as ecstasy by the attuned listener who is

expecting it. As Rouget puts it, tarab music “musicates” its listeners. If we recall what Meyer

states about expectations and emotional responses, especially in cultivated listeners, we see that

the dynamics of suspense and release can be applied to the musical structure of tarab and

especially that improvisation and interpretation in tarab have a constant ambiguously surprising

168 Rouget, Gilbert. Music and Trance: A Theory of the Relations between Music and Possession. (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press.1985), p. 315. As quoted in ibid., p. 217.

167 Ibid., p. 221.
166 Ibid., pp. 206-207.
165 Ibid., pp. 203,205.

164 Kast, Verena, Joy, Inspiration, and Hope. (College Station: Texas A & M University Press. 1991), p. 164, as
quoted in Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 203.

163 Ibid., pp. 311,315
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factor. That these dynamics are actually prevalent in tarab does not explain the modal ecstasy or

ecstatic impact of reiteration.169

Suspense and surprise might explain the enjoyment of listening to a new musical work or even

variations of it, but they do not explain why we enjoy listening to music we already know, or why

we enjoy performing for our own pleasure. Perhaps the concept of familiarity that we discussed

above can explain what Meyer’s theory couldn’t. As the study of “intensity of emotions”

demonstrated, familiarity and knowledge do enhance emotional intensity to music especially

when the stimuli are themselves highly familiar as a result of en masse repetitions.170 And as we

said about sammi’a being the most cultivated (knowledgeable and familiar) listeners, they are

more emotionally responsive to tarab music. Knowledge and familiarity not only enhance their

enjoyment of what they already heard, but also their appreciation of the music’s beauty and

craftsmanship, which appreciation is itself significant in inducing emotional responses of joy and

wonder and so on.

As Robinson & Hatten demonstrate, those emotions are not pan-cultural but rather need

knowledge of the musical style itself to be able to assess the craftsmanship and beauty within the

culture to which it belongs.171 In their study, they explore the emotions that are aesthetically

warranted by the music, which include the emotions that arise in empathetic (feeling with) or

sympathetic (feeling for) reactions according to the listener’s understanding of the expressive

structure of the music. The listener’s interpretation of those structural features of the music is

based on theoretical aspects.172 Nonetheless, the non-cultivated listeners who do not conceptually

understand the theoretical aspect of music, still respond emotionally through the aesthetic

understanding of the expressive meaning in music173 (which is not to be compared to

propositional or linguistic meaning174). The listener might not be able to explain the compositional

craft behind it but can still perceive and feel the expressed emotions.175 I would say this correlates

175 Ibid., p. 96.
174 Ibid., p. 80.
173 Ibid., p. 72.
172 Ibid., p. 71.
171 Robinson & Hatten, “Emotion in Music”, p. 84.
170 Ali & Peynircioǧlu, “Intensity of Emotions”, p. 177.
169 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 219.
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with the local relevance of tarab, which requires locally based understanding that is cultural and

emotional, or as Racy calls it, “Eastern soul”.176

Similarly, the social interactive personal trait of empathy can also be applied to tarab listeners. As

we discussed in the chapter of lyrics, the generalized and stereotypical lyrics, the personal mode

of speaking, and the emotional expressions that convey universal feelings of unfulfilled love,

despair, separation, loneliness, etc., make those songs resonate with the experiences of the

listeners and evoke empathy and emotional contagion. Nonetheless, emotional contagion can

simply be a process of a low-level simulation, which is thought to be produced by “mirror

neurons” that subliminally mirror other people’s emotional states, internally generated in the

premotor cortex of the brain, while high-level simulation is subject to conscious voluntary

control.177

Robinson and Hatten’s persona theory claims that music embodies a persona with cognitively

complex emotions (such as yearning, resignation, or nostalgia) that are not only applicable to

vocal but to instrumental music as well.178 According to this theory, the listener imagines a

persona in the music and simulates its emotional experiences and those simulated emotional

responses are reinforced by real physiological and motor responses. This means that our bodily

states are directly influenced by the music’s expressed emotions. And this, in turn, reinforces our

emotional engagement with the source of inducement, i.e. the music. (This is an adaptational trait

we have because those emotions of sadness, grief, loss, fear, joy, etc., are vitally significant to the

individual and to his kin).179 In tarab, listeners not only recognize but experience the emotions

conveyed, through empathizing with the persona imagined in the music, in the performer, or in

resonating with similar personal experiences expressed in the lyrics, which results in emotional

and physical expressions of social interactions.

Through the centuries, Arabs in the Near-East have been exposed during occupation to different

cultures such as Roman, Persian, Ottoman, British, French, etc. During these centuries, one can

say, they developed traits of openness and sensitivity to various types of art and music while

179 Ibid., p. 89.
178 Ibid., pp. 78-79.
177 Robinson & Hatten, “Emotion in Music”, pp. 86-87.
176 In this essay, “History and Culture”. P. 11.
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struggling to form an identity, particularly since WWI.180 Emotionality became the core of their

aesthetics that has been explored by the large number of studies about the expressive culture of

the Arabs. For centuries, Near Easterners considered music to have extraordinary powers. For

example, linking musical sounds to the cosmological fabric of the universe in antiquity, or

conjuring the magical spirits by music in pre-islamic Arabia. The spiritual feelings in Islamic

religious chanting was, and still is, considered profound, and secular music was even feared to

generate emotional excess and affect behavior.181 Arabs have consistently valued music for its

emotionality. In tarab, the listeners and performers become musically self-absorbed and focused

in a state of inspiration and creative ecstasy. Their absorption in the musical experience, as we

explored in the discovery of Garrido and Schubert in their dissociation theory, detaches them

from ordinary consciousness, and that dissociation is illustrated in certain behaviors in physical

and emotional reactions as we discussed throughout the essay.

Robinson and Hatten argue that this psychological journey through music is “typically reinforced

by the arousal of actual physiological states and action tendencies in listeners.”182 In tarab this

may be confirmed through the verbal and physical responses in its listeners. According to William

James, “what makes an emotion emotional is the presence of characteristic bodily changes.”183

The brain activates certain areas when a person is feeling an emotion and consequently initiates

different types of responses in the body, which may be voluntary or involuntary. In listening to

tarab music, certain bodily, facial, and vocal expressions are induced by the emotion appraised or

interpreted. This explains the physical responses that are seen in millions of listeners of tarab in

the Near East.

In conclusion, understanding tarab music and ecstasy cannot be explained by a single grand

design, or specified psychological aspects, because it is a selective combination of non-musical

elements such as: “the artists’ creative instincts and the social and physical dynamics surrounding

the individual musical events”184, and of musical elements, affective tools, and microprocesses

such as: “Appropriate use of melodic intervals including neutral steps and finer microtonal

readjustments; proper progressional flow within modal structures; (...) cumulative effect, for

184 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 220.
183 James, William, 1884, ‘‘What is an Emotion?’’ Mind 9 (34):188–205, as quoted in ibid, p. 73.
182 Robinson & Hatten, “Emotion in Music”, p. 71.
181 Racy, Making Music in the Arab World, p. 4.
180 Touma, The music of the Arabs, p. 143.
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instance through extended listening; delayed resolutions, including brief digressions just before a

final cadence; rhythmic intricacy, particularly in cadences;(...) reiterative elements such as

refrains; proper rendering of melodic fillers for example by instruments between vocal phrases;

verbal economy and the use of vocalizations; (...) emphasis on words and expressions that are

sonically appealing and emotionally evocative; (...) and others.” 185

Summary and Prospect

Tarab culture has been significantly influenced by westernization, globalization, postcolonial

nationalism, and modernism since the early 20th-century. However, tarab has strong roots despite

the fact that it has become marginalised and is no longer mainstream. Traditional tarab music

making might have come to an end at the turn of the 21st-century, but classic repertoire is still

being performed for the interested audience worldwide. Recordings from the 20th-century by

major tarab performers are still being reissued and exchanged internationally. Based on popular

Western TV shows such as Pop Idol and The Voice, similar Arab TV shows adopted the concept

of singing competitions where they employ tarab repertoire (or rather trimmed versions of it

focused on demonstrating vocal skills rather than generating ecstasy), not particularly to revive

tarab music, but rather a way to engage the audience as this is their familiar musical heritage, and

to judge the young contestants' musical skills. Although these shows are heavily commercialized

and mediatized following the franchised format of the original shows, which drastically changes

the traditional elements and contexts of performing tarab (such as ensemble, improvisation,

progressional flow), they prove a sustained interest in tarab music or at least trigger interest in

younger generations.

This essay assessed historical, cultural, theoretical and psychological aspects while examining the

significance of emotionality in tarab music. Throughout the history of tarab culture, evoking

emotionality has been the purpose of producing and listening to tarab music. The listeners expect

to be transformed emotionally, thus its value is based on the listener’s emotional responses

demonstrated through genuine gestures, facial expressions, body language, and verbal

exclamations.

185 Ibid., p. 219.
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We explored its most important components and elements such as singer, listener, takht ensemble,

ecstasy and saltanah, improvisation, maqam, and lyrics, as well as the Western influence on the

musical forms and performance contexts of tarab. Through investigating how this emotionality is

generated, we discovered that the complex accumulation of musical and non-musical elements

plays an important role not only in producing but also in experiencing ecstasy, musically and

socially.

Through psychological and philosophical theories on emotions evoked by music, we understood

some psychological mechanisms underlying the emotional responses in tarab’s listeners,

including musical expressiveness through the aesthetic surface, anticipatory arousal which results

from familiarity and knowledge, aesthetic appeal of sadness, openness to experience and aesthetic

appreciation, empathetic and sympathetic engagement with the persona imagined in the music,

and dissociation from ordinary consciousness and absorption in the musical experience.

However, these conclusions in the broad field of music psychology are neither strictly coherent

nor consistent, due to the various theoretical and operational methodologies, focus areas, musical

stimuli, emotion models, and individual differences of each listener, each music genre, and even

each culture. The psychological research I used to discuss the relation between music and emotion

is based on listeners of Western music. Its theories might turn out to be partially inadequate if we

try to generalize its concepts and findings on all types of musical cultures. Perhaps future research

that is specifically conducted on a particular musical culture, like tarab, might help yield deeper

insights into its distinct characteristics, its audiences and its emotional transformation.
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- Asmahan: A screenshot from the film Gharam wa Intiqam.

- Takht ensemble:  Abu Taleb, Maan, “Ahmed Almahdi” , Ma’azef. 16 Apr 2018. <Link>
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- The listeners: Mujahid, Ahmed, “12 rare pictures that capture the emotions of Umm

Kulthum's fans during the concerts”, Almasrylyoum. 13 Oct 2015.

<https://lite.almasryalyoum.com/lists/73591/> [Accessed 10 May 2021]

- Umm Kulthum: “The story of the last Iraqi queen gift to Umm Kulthum”, Sada Elbalad. 3

February 2020. <https://www.elbalad.news/4159428> [Accessed 10 May 2021]

Music examples
- Abdel Wahhab (ca.1901-1991), Emtal zaman yesmah ya gamil, 1932 ( یایسمحالزمانإمتى

(جمیل <Youtube Link>.

- Abdel Wahhab, Hathehi lailati, ca. 1968 ( لیلتيھذه ) <Youtube Link>.

- Abdel Wahhab, Kulle da kan leh, ca.1953 ( لیھكاندهكل ) <Youtube Link>.

- Asmahan (1912-1944), Kan li amal, 1941 ( أملليكان ) <Youtube Link>.

- Fatheya Ahmed (1898-1975), Kam Ba’athna ma’al nasim salama,1949 ( النسیممعبعثناكم
(سالماً <Youtube Link>.

- Mohamed el-Qasabgi (1892-1966), Madam teheb, 1955 ( تحبمادام ) <Youtube Link>).

- Mustafa Isma’il (1905-1978) , Qur'an reciting, 1957 <Youtube Link>.

- Nour al Huda (1924-1998), Ya jarata alwadi,1969 ( الواديجارةیا ) <Youtube Link>.

- Ragheb Mustafa Ghalwash (1938-2016), Qur’an reciting <Youtube Link>.

- Sabah Fakhri (b. 1933), muwashah: Fika kullo ma ‘ara hasan ( حسنأرىماكلفیك ) <Youtube

Link>.

- Sabri Mudallal (1918-2006), muwashah: Hayo elhadi biajmal thekra

( ذكرىبأجملالھاديحیوا ), <Youtube Link>.

- Umm Kulthum (ca. 1904-1975), Eftikerly, ca.1967 (افتكرلي) <Youtube Link>.

- Umm Kulthum, Inta omri, 1964 ( عمريإنت ) <Youtube Link>.

- Umm Kulthum , Howa sahih elhawa ghallab, ‘saltanah’ ca. 1961 ( غالبالھوىصحیحھو )

<Youtube Link>.

- Umm Kulthum, Howa sahih elhawa ghallab, in a different concert,“Oh! My heart!” 1961,

( غالبالھوىصحیحھو ) <Youtube Link>.
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